CONROE APARTMENT FIRE

For Immediate Release

Contact: Mike Legoudes, Jr. - Fire Marshal

March 7, 2014

Conroe, TX: The City of Conroe Fire Department was notified of an apartment fire at 1840 Longmire Rd. (Landmark of Conroe Apartments) at approximately 10:47 pm on March 7, 2014.

Conroe Firefighters arrived at approximately 10:53 pm and reported that there was heavy fire and smoke visible from the roof of a three story apartment building. The fire was aggressively attacked and quickly extinguished. All residents of the building had evacuated and were accounted for. The incident was declared under control at approximately 11:11 pm.

There were no reported injuries to the building's occupants or firefighters.

The City of Conroe Fire Department Fire Marshal's Office has initiated an investigation into the origin and cause of the fire. The fire does not appear to be suspicious in nature. The investigation is ongoing with no further information available at this time.
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